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Adhesives
Here we need an adhesive that will stick large areas of

veneer to foam. Water-based adhesives and epoxies are

Veneer
The best seeins to be .025 in. (0.06 mm.) Obeche. It is light

and very easy to work. Mahogany has been used but it has
it serious weight penalty and is rather brittle.

Veneer 1/4" x 1/8" balsa
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both faces.

1/4" x 1/8" Balsa outline
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Foam
Most polystyrene foam block is made for thermal insula

tion. Its defects from a modelling aspect are that it can vary
in density from place to place in a block and it often con
tains _hard lumps (scrap foam that has been re-cycled).
Neither affects its use as insulation - but varying density can
mean that two supposedly identical wing panels may have
different weights, and the hard lumps cause problems when
cutting the foam with a hot wire. We use a specially
prepared grade of foam which is free of re-cycled scrap, is
very fine grained. This cuts very.smoothly and gives a good
smooth surface. Density is 16 ounces per cubic foot - lower
densities are not really necessary because the foam is such a

small fraction of the. total :veight lof the model. T~e barecores for a Nebula wmg weIgh 2i- ounces and reducmg the
density to 12 ounces per cubic foot would save just over
half an ounce. There are much easier ways to reduce weight
in a model- or to avoid adding unnecessaryweight. So many
modellers suffer from a form of schizophrenia in regard to
model weights - willing to pay for expensive light materials
and then use ply and fibreglass strengthening and other
weighty items with gay abandon.

FOAM/VENEER offers,sOD;1every real advantages in the. construction of· airframes for model aircraft. The
materials are chea:p and can,be worked with very simple
tools (not every modeller is in the helicopter class yet!). Also
when used correctly they make airframes with very good
strength to weight ratios _- and with lower all-up weight
than sheet balsa construction. It surprises us that foam/
veneer has not been used to a greater extent - but this may
be due to some of the earlier experiments which were not
very successful and which gave the materials a poor reputa
tion. The original use was for wing construction, usually using
mahogany veneers with liberal quantities of adhesives which

'----producedstrong but very heavy wings. TIlis idea 6f excess
'veight became associated. with foam/veneer construction in
cheminds of many modellers - and once an idea is accepted
it is very difficult to persuade them that it could be wrong.
It is wrong - foam/veneer can be used for all parts of an
airframe (wings, fuselage and tail surfaces) and with low
weights and good strengths. Modellers who have seen our
applic,ation of the materials have. been surprised and en
thusiastic about the combination of strength; lightness and
low cost. For example, a foam/veneer wing will be stiffer and
stronger than a wing of conventional construction of' the
sa,ne weight. Our 'Nebula' wing (72in. span 8 in. chord
tapering to 6 in. chord with strip ailerons) weighs 11 ounces
complete with covering and ready to fly (but no aileron
servo). Supported at the tips only, a 10 pound load on the
centre section produces it t in. deflection. This is about the
same'as an 8 g. flight loading on the model. Of course a high
aspect ratio, thin wing like the Nebula wing is.more difficult
to make strong and stiff - so if they can be made in foam/
veneer then the easier wings (low aspect ratio and thicker
sections) will be very successful.

The secret is to use the best materials and -choose con
struction, methods which suit the properties of the materials.
If balsa is taken as an example - aeromodelling-grade balsa
is the result of careful selection and grading to eliminate
wood that is not good enough.. Also - the construction

~methods have been developed over a long period of time.
Study some old plans and compare them with recent designs
to see how construction methods have changed. To be quite
fair, to a new material the same care should be used in
selecting the best and most suitable grade ~ it is. not good

,enough merely to <!-cceptwhatever happens to be easily
available. Inferior materials produce inferior results. The
materials involved are foam, veneer and adhesive and all
are equally important.
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Fig 4: Rudder construction. ,
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Fuselages
Most fuselages are plain 'box' - or box with curved deck

ings added. The flat sides are made like a flat plate tailplane
- the only new feature is the use of t in. wide strips of 1/16in.
or t in. balsa' (cut across the sheet) for any curved section
of the outline (diagram 5 shows a curved nose section).
Even formers can be made in this fashion (diagram 6). The
sides and formers are assembled with white glue in the formal
way - being pulled in and glued to the tailpost as usual.
Beech engine bearers are shown supported by a ply former
with balsa cheekSglued to the veneer to give vertical support
to the bearers as in diagram 7. The roof and floor of the

off as it is attached to the foam. Both fa~es are then sanded
flush and veneered. Cut the veneer oversize and trim after
fixing - 'a sharp modelling knife for cuts along the grain and
scissors for cutting across the grain. The edges are rounded
with a sanding block. A slightly better job is to add a second
balsa outline after veneering - which avoids the hard edge
where the veneer is feather-edged into the balsa during
rounding off. See diagram 2. For aerofoil tailplanes root and
tip ribs afe' cut in balsa sheet (two of each). Two foam
blocks are cut to the half plan shape of the tailplane and
the ribs latex.ed to the ends. The blocks ate weighted down
on to the bench and the section cut with a hot wire 'bow'.
Add balsa leading edge and rear spar (or trailing edge),
sand flush and veneer both faces (diagram 3). Glue the tail
plane halves together with white glue or epoxy on the root
ribs. A thin epoxy skin over the veneers where they butt
together at the centre is sufl]cient to strengthen the joint.

Elevators, fins and rudders which taper in thickness can
be made up as shown in diagram 4. A foam block is cut to
the rudder outline (less an allowance for the balsa outline).
A rudder post (say tin. x t in.) and a trailing edge (t in. sheet)
are latexed on the block and used to guide the cutting wire.
Complete the olittlinewith top and bottom sections of soft
balsa, sand the ~aces and veneer them.

suitable. Solvent based adhesives (balsa cement, polystyrene
cement, rubber cements) are not used because they dissolve
the foam. The most useful adhesive is a water-based latex, e.g.
'Copydex'. It is a thick white cream which has to be dlluted
with water (two parts latex to one part water) to make it easier
to spread thinly with a plastic sponge. It is very important
that as little la,texas possible is used - it is a heavy material and
a generous application will cause a disastrous weight increase.
This last pomt must be stressed and it is worthwhile making
some trial joints to satisfy oneself that good .bonds can
be made with very thin coats of latex. The method is to coat
both veneer and foam with latex and allow to dry (10-15
minutes) - if it needs longer you have too much latex. On
pressing the coated surfaces together they bond i.e. an
'impact' joint. To get the thin even coating of latex which
is so important, it helps if, the latex is dlluted with water
which has been tinted with a dye. The evenness of the coating
and any missed areas are easily seen.

Foam veneer is a stressed skin type structure in which
the foam is it space filler and has very little strength. It
supports the skin of veneer which provides the strength of
the structure. Neither material has much strength alone but a

~simple experiment will' show the effect of combining them
together. Strips of veneer and t in. thick foam were cut
2 in. wide and 12in: ::long and supported as cantilevers over
the edge of a bench. Loads' were added to the ends of the
strips to bend them .2 in. - i ounce on the foam and 1/10
ounce on the veneer.'When sandwiched together with veneer
glued to both faces of the foam the resulting strip needed a
load of 4 ounces to bend it 2 in. By forming the laminate,
strength has been increased by over 8 times. The t in. sandwich
has a density of 4t pounds per cubic foot - about the same
as soft balsa. It is very important to remember 'that the
strength lies in the skin of veneer - any reinforcement has
fo be incorporated to spread loads over as large an area

, of veneer as possible. for example - ply dihedral braces are
.1;1otused in wings because they concentrate the stresses on

to a very small area of veneer and so weaken the wing.
Instead a bandage of glass cloth is attached around the
joint with resin. A very light cloth is best - to avoid the
sudden change from thick' strong bandage to veneer at the
edge of the reinforcement. Ideally the reinforcement should
taper away to nothing at the edge to avoid the stress con
centration caused at the edge of a thick bandage. This is best
achieved by two or three layers of glass tissu.y- the first one
full width and the others narrower.

,The t in. sandwich leads to the easiest a:pplication- in fiat
plate tail surfaces. The shape is cut from t in. foam sheet.
,which is then outlined in t in. x t in. balsa. This can be very
soft, 'pithy' material - 1atexed in one long length and cut

Fig 7: Section
through nose to show
engine bearers and
supports.

1/8" sheet balsa

Fuselage side

engine
bearers

3/16" .sheet balsa supports ~ Veneer c~ppjng
Cross grain
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Tep decking in Foom/veneer. I

we suggest you avoid sailplane wings for your first few
attempts. The difficulty lies in cutting an accurate core - one
that can be covered with a sheet of veneer curved along one
axis only. If the cores are not accurate it is impossible to
avoid twisting them as the veneer is applied, We stress this
as a, result of producing wings on a commercial scale.

Wing construction starts with root and tip templates
pegged to the ends of a foam block. Cutting starts at the
trailing edge on top and the wire bow is traversed across
the templates, round the leading edge and back along the
underside to the trailing edge. Both templates are marked off
into the same number of sections. One person eac.h end
moved the cutting wire - the one a:t the root calling out
the section numbers as his wire passes ()ver them. The tip
end of the wire is kept in step so that both ends of the wire
reach the leading edge together (a very unusual aerofoil is the
result if one end of the wire rou'nds the leading edge ahead of

pdard 'box' construction I

T 1/8" b t I' h d _,I 3rd, cut ~r sew after veneedog I I
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2 layers sellotope round block Template for 2nd (

after 1st cut - to guide wire one only ot this er
during 2nd cut

Wings
Thick, low aspect ratio wings are easiest to make. They

become more and more difficult as the aspect ratio increases
and they thin down. If you are new to foam/veneer wings

fuselage are of t in. foam cut to fit and inserted with the latex
wet (the normal 'impact' bond is not possible where a part
has to be slid into position). After sanding top and bottom
flush they are veneered - cliagram 8 shows a section through
the top of a fuselage. Diagram 9 shows a thin ply floor to
the radio compartment and a .strip of t in. ply glued to the
floor insid~ to provide anchorage for the undercarriage which
is fitted with nylon clamps and woodscrews. One of our
demonstration fuselages has ve,neer capping to hide the balsa
edges at the nose. After covering with colourless transparent
Solarfilm it looks like a highly polished example of cabinet
maker's art. The complete covered 36 in. long fuselage weighs
6 ounces.

More attractive fuselage shapes are possible if curved
'deckings' are added to a basic box fuselage. Straight tapered

r-Ieckings are easiest - merely blocks of foam cut between
~mplates pinned at both ,ends of the block, followed by

veneering all over. Foam shapes with d~lUble curvature are
more difficult - needing two or more ,cuts with the wire
and blending-in with the sanding block. Diagram 10 illustrates
the method. Veneering a double curvature may seem im
possible but the method shown in diagram 11 works very
well. Note that the flat base of the block is veneered first.
This 'balances' the construction and prevents the foam being
pulled into a 'banana' sl;1ape as the veneer is applied to the
curved surface. This illustrates a very important point about
veneering. The foam shapes are flexible- but become rigid
when veneered. If the foam is twisted out of shape at the
instant when the 'impact' joint is made with the veneer 
then the twist is locked-in and is permanent. We have
seen many wings which have had warps introduced at the
veneering stage. An accurately flat building board is absolutely
essential - a component veneered while supported on a
warped surface will faithfully reproduce the warp.

Use can be made of this 'locking-in' of a curvature to
make a hollow decking. A' female mould is cut in a foam
block. Two veneers and a sheet of, foam (say' t in.) are
latexed and dried. The first veneer is placed in the mould and
held by scraps of Sellotape. The foam is carefully' pressed
into place folloWed by the second veneer. See diagram 12.

~ The result is remarkably rigid and beautifully light.

Veneer soaked in water and bound to
core with strip rubber, Leave to dry
Then e~ges of overl(lps marked.

Cut"along Iines which
marked edges of over
laps - remove shaded

areas.

75 J 2 I

Foam block - tapered channel

............./ cs mould

......... Veneer /1/8" foam / ~~neerY Sandwich built up in mould

...~-,I
I
1

1

I
1

Fig. 12: hollow tapered decking

Fig. 11: veneering a
compound curve
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Fig. 14: foam wing core ready for veneering

roll backwards and forwards - going a little further over
each time until the veneer is stuck down round the nOISe
of the aerofoil. Return the core to the starting position
flat on the bench. Keep the core' pressed firmly down with
the strip of timber and use a rolling pin or length of pipe
to roll the veneer further round on to the top surface of
the core - removing the timber to allow the veneer to be
pressed down to the mid point on the top surface of the
core. Next - sight along the leading edge for straightness.
If straight, then roll the veneer down right back to the
trailing edge. If the leading edge has a slight curve 
arrange some packing pieces on the bench so that when
the trailing edge is pressed down it will take up the same
curve as the leading edge. Then roll down the veneer to
the trailing edge while the trailing edge is supported on
the packing. Although a wing with a slight change in
dihedral angle along its length is the result of curved L.E.
and T E. - it is far better than one with a curved L.E. and
a straight T.E., which causes a change in incidence along
the wing (i.e. a warp). This problem of curved leading
edge should only occur_with sailplane wings - and the
curve should be. less than T3" in. in 36 in. - it will 'look'
more than this so· check a straight edge before selecting
the packing for the T.E. When joining' the wing panels at
the centre, use a thin smear of epoxy on the foam and a
glass/resin cuff over the joint (strips of Sellotape are
used as 'masking' to get a neat straight edge to the r~in
~~ ' .

We think that wing construction is the most difficult 
so choose some simpler components for your first attempt.
They are more likely to be successful and any failures'
will not waste too much material.

Nichrome cutting wire
(from 1000 w heating spiral)

'" Finger grips of drilled dowels

Balsa tip rib (add balsa block.iips
after veneering)

Fig. 13: wing core cutting - foam block
ready for cutting

Rubber strip 'suspension I

for hot-wire cutting bow
" \

j
Servo-well - line with
balsa ofter ioining wings

)Iy plote let in for u/e clamps
white glue ..(PVA)

nol bal sa L. E.~
ltre
vent

Inset aileron details

N ichrome wire

To 2v, glowplug ace

Rolling pin or pipe used
to roll veneer'down on

top of core

Fig. 16: gadget for recessing
cores for undercarriage mounts

Ro"ll backwards & forwards goin~ further

over each time until round L. E. : ~

Straight piece af 2" x I" . td '. /7~~~:"O"*~r Make contact oncen're
Veneer & core Ictexed

Depth & Width of recess in core

.•..Gadget for recess ing cores for
u/c mount.

Fig. 15: veneering wing core

the other end). The most common fault is that the wire
'drags' in the centre and as it rounds the 'corner',
it cuts a hollow in the leading edge. The cure is to
tension the wire so that it twangs when plucked - and
slow down as the wire approaches the leading c;:dge
during a cut. Always check around the nose of a core
with a straight edge - to see if any hollow is present,
and correct with a sanding block if necessary. The cores
then have the servo-well, recess for ply ul c plates, inset
ailerons; etc., etc., marked out and cut. Next all balsa
parts are latexed in place - rear spar for strip ailerons,
trailing edge, lining to inset aileron recess, tip-ribs and
so on. After sanding overall to .a'smooth flush surface
the cores are ready for veneering. Cut the veneer over-

~size:'With grain direction that will lie exactly along the
lead~l1g edge. Latex the core and veneer and allow to
dry:-1\Vet the outside face of the veneer where it will
bend round the leading edge· and leave to soak for a
few minutes. Place the veneer, latex side uppermost on
a perfectly flat surface. Carefully contact the core onto
the veneer at the mid-aerofo'il point. Then place a
straight strip of timber on top of the core and press
dow!l gently, rocking the core over towards the lead
ingedge. Grasp the core and timber together at each
end, and maintain gentle pressure down on the bench,

SOARING SCENE continued from page 233
suggest a method for reducing weight on heat shrink film
covered models.

The.re is on the market a liquid, which when applied to a
surface and aI/owed to dry becomes a heat-sensitive adhesive.
This liquid is used for mounting photographs and is a·vailable
from photographic shops as Johnson's "Dry Film Adhesive".

It seems to me that using this adhesive with a plain plastic
sheet on open frameworks such as wings and tailplanes,_
might reduce weight.

/. have not tried this method yet as I am only an occasional
builder but can foresee only two difficulties:

1 I believe that this film is polypropylene. and as such, one
side of the sheet might have to be heat treated to obtain
a satisfactory bond with the adhesive. Alternatively the
adhesive could be removed by solvents from com
merical Solarfilm.

2 Stretching of the film when ironing-on might cause the
adhesive to be depleted from. the balsa structure if a
new position is found necessary for the covering.

I hope that this method is of interest to you and tha-t it
might be tried in the future:
This seems an interesting suggestion and indeed similar

methods have been used in the past for free flight power models,
etc. In this ease the clear covering has been Melinex which is,
or was, obtainable in thicknesses down to .0005 in. Clear, or
tinted. Melinex is used as a protective coating on aluminium
alloy sheets and also forms the basis for many sweet wrappers
in the confectionary trade.

When applied to models it can be shrunk by the application
of heat from either an electric fire or hot air blower. A simple
albeit rather messy adhesive that' also works well is Copydex,
the probability is that most rubber solution and impact adhesives
would work equally well. Has anyone tried these? .'


